KITTY SUPPLIES
ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES
1) Litter--PetsMart ExquisiCat is actually TidyCat. Clumping kind not recommended for kittens
younger than 12 weeks. Avoid large pellets like Feline Pine.
2) Hooded litter box or Clever Cat top opening (or similar plastic storage bin from a discount store)
3) Strong litter scoop like Booda Scoop & Hide ($8.89 at Pet Supplies Plus; $9.99 at PetsMart)
4) Heavy-duty Lawn & Leaf 45 gal. bags for litter box liners (best/cheapest at CostCo)
5) Tall 36” sisal rope scratching post (PetsMart has best/cheapest, “Whisker City” brand for $34.99)
6) Nail trimmers
7) Ceramic, glass or metal bowls, not plastic; You can get great bowls at Goodwill
8) Pet carrier. Recommend the top-opening kind.

SUGGESTED TOYS ( You can get ALL of these for under $20 total )
- Feather wand fishing pole w/ feather & bell teasers that detach (PetsMart has best ones)
- Cat Dancer springy 3 ft. wire with beads at each end (2.99 at Petco)
- Soft, sparkly PomPoms (JoAnn Fabric in the crafts section—come in Christmas colors)
- Catnip mouse with Velcro opening
- Mylar balls that make crunchy sound

FOOD
RULES OF THUMB
1. Avoid food with “by-products” of any kind—means not fit for human consumption.
2. First two ingredients should be meat, not grain
3. No corn products
4. Best if there’s no grain at all—cats are carnivores!

These foods are made with human grade ingredients, in voluntary compliance with the FDA. The
first two ingredients are meat and there is no corn, and no preservatives or artificial flavors/colors.

NAME
1. Wellness & Wellness: CORE (grain free)
2. Before Grain (grain free)
3. Solid Gold

LOCATIONS:
Petco (not PetsMart), Bark-n-Purr, Just for Pets,
Pet Supplies Plus, Tomlinsons, Gallery of Pets

go to www.wellnesspetfood.com , under Resources & Education click to join the
Naturally Well Pet Club to receive monthly coupons

